Mike McVay
& Tommy Page
C
umulus’ October 2015 transition to new CEO Mary Berner
inaugurated what looked to be a cultural transformation.
Early reports employed words like “autonomy” and
“local.” She was quoted saying, “Programming is the
oxygen of Cumulus.” Support for Country and Nash was indicated
in an early visit to the company’s Nashville properties. But it was
a company-wide webinar in December that left no doubt about
how dramatic a shift she intends.
At the forefront of the structural changes supporting this new
culture was the creation of an Office of Programming co-led
by SVP/Content & Programming Mike McVay. Concurrently, the
company’s Tommy Page – whose career has ranged
from recording artist to stops at Warner-Reprise
(A&R and promotion), Billboard and Pandora
– was named SVP/Brand Partnerships & Nash.
Country Aircheck sat down with both executives
in January for a deeper look at Berner’s vision,
their roles in its implementation and what that
means for Country radio and country music.

A Culture Of
Commitment

Country Aircheck: Mike, you’re well known in the business, though maybe more
for your work in other formats. What is your history with Country?
Mike McVay: I was very lucky early in my career that then-Country WHN/
New York PD Ed Salamon was one of my mentors. Charlie Cook was his
APD. By being in that stream of Ed’s kids, which included Joel Raab and
Dene Hallam, I could not have avoided Country if I wanted to. I learned
a lot about their programming theories – creating great radio that just
happens to play country. As McVay Media started to grow, I brought
Charlie Cook in as my partner and Country became our second
biggest format. When deregulation hit and people suddenly went

THE INTERVIEW
from owning four stations to 12, we brought more people into
the company for Country and it ended up being much like
America – our biggest format. Along the way, I consulted artists – Reba for about five years, as well as working with artists
crossing over, including Martina McBride and Lonestar.
Tommy, what is your connection to the format?
TP: I also have touch points not only as an artist, but co-writing with
big country writers like Victoria Shaw. I was involved with the pop side
of country artists like Faith Hill and Big & Rich while at Warner Bros.
During my few years as publisher of Billboard, country was a huge vertical
for us. I ran the country summit here, booking artists and associated
events. We did lots of tributes to people in the country business space
and created power lists. I love country, I’m a BMI songwriter and I have
relationships with the Nashville music community. And I’m really excited about the opportunity to get even more bonded with the genre.
How well did you guys know each other before this partnership?
TP: When I was signed to Sire Records in 1987, my first single “A Shoulder To Cry On” took like a year-and-a-half to get going. At the time, Mike
was consulting. My manager, the late Ray Anderson, was a real legend in the
promotion business. He had been at Columbia when the book Hit Men came
out, then exited after that whole scandal and went independent.
As a young artist, I knew radio was the answer for my career. I didn’t dream
of being on the Madison Square Garden stage, I just wanted Z100 to play my
song because I lived in New York. My love of radio and the magic of radio were
everything to me. I remember hearing the name Mike McVay and others like Jeff
McClusky and Charlie Minor. I idolized these players in the business. Ray would
take me to the Gavin conventions, I would get that little blue book and put a yellow highlighter through a name every time someone added one of my records.
So Mike is someone I have always loved, respected and saw regularly at conferences. About four years ago, he had just started working at Cumulus and I became
publisher at Billboard. I went up to him at Alissa Pollack’s City of Hope dinner to talk
about doing countdown shows and someone got a great picture of us. When I got to
Cumulus, he was the very first person to call. We had drinks the next time he came to
New York, which was the City of Hope dinner again. We had a connection before we
were officially made partners. My joke is that we’d already found each other.
MM: It’s a great collaboration. Mary, by being a no-bullshit person, has created an environment where everyone can say things and not worry about it being political or offending anyone. In the meeting Tommy and I recently had with the Nash staff outlining our
roles, I told them we’ll be knocking each others’ walls down and running in and out of
each others’ offices, which is very welcome.
If Cumulus programming changes are a baseball game, what inning is it?
MM: Top of the first. One of the things I said in this meeting is we’re both in love
with Mary as our CEO, in that she expects and wants more out of everybody.
What might have been the previous administration’s ceiling or eighth story
of a 10-story elevator ride, for her is just being in the lobby getting started.

Tommy Page
Mike McVay
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That’s where we all feel we are. There’s a lot to do yet
– reorganization, getting our structure in place and
building it up from a business standpoint so we can run
fast and hard. We’ve done a lot in 90 days. There’s been
a lot accomplished, but we’re still in that first inning.
What have you accomplished?
MM: The biggest thing is reorganizing the corporate programming platform with a somewhat
unorthodox organizational structure. It will be
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much more consultant like – things I’ve learned in
my 20 years of consulting. We’re able to apply those
so that corporate programming becomes a resource,
not top-down management.
As the two people running the office of programming, Bob Walker and I are on a line to the SVPs,
but work collaboratively with those below. No longer
is a PD getting a call from a corporate programmer
and feeling as if the boss just called. We’re resources.
Obviously there will be situations where some stations
need more attention than others, but it’s really about
looking for the highest and best use of our human
and financial resources.
The other thing we’ve accomplished is here with
Nash. If I’m on that part of it that includes America’s
Morning Show, Kickin’ It With Kix and NASH Nights Live,
Tommy has Nash Country Weekly, artist promotional
events, Nash Next, Nash Bashes and so on.
Can you explain that partnership, Tommy?
TP: It’s programs, events and custom content for
advertisers and brands. I’m like the publisher of Nash,
he’s the editor. Content and what’s coming out of the
speakers is coming from the editor, but how it’s sold,
how it’s packaged and all of the experiential things
we do outside traditional radio and NTR dollars is my
team. We’ve already started to do this.
Events are not something that happened since I’ve
been here. We have 454 radio stations and most of them
are doing events. What I came here to do with the team
I have now built is to create multi-layer experiential opportunities for our advertisers on a national scale. Not just
a concert, but also custom content with social and digital
integrations. I’m excited because we have the world at our
fingertips ... more than 6,500 people work at this company – so much talent and so many assets. Beyond our 225
million weekly uniques, we are the exclusive partner to the
biggest award shows in the business – the Grammys, the
ACMs, the ACCAs, the Billboard Music Awards and American
Music Awards. In addition to that, Westwood One is the official partner to all the biggest brands in sports – the NFL,
the Olympics, the NCAA Final Four. When advertisers
want to be associated with these major brands, that’s us.
You mentioned the office of programming earlier.
Can you define how you and Bob Walker will share
those responsibilities?
MM: I am SVP/Content & Programming, Bob is SVP/
Operations. He is the administrative side of programming and interfaces with the other SVPs. I’m the
programming person. I’m on the art side of the busi-
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ness. We’re equals with specific jobs who both report
directly to Mary. An example might be if we’re talking
about a format switch in a particular market. Bob and
I are going to have a conversation with the market
manager and the programmers, but he’s going to look
at the budgets and come at it from that standpoint of
impact on sales and expenses. I’m going to come at it
from the standpoint of researching the product, focusing on content and talking to the right air talent.
Top to bottom, how does that work?
MM: The SVPs are managers for the market managers. There are 10 format VPs – VP/Country, VP/
Rock, and so on. There are four VPs/Programming
Operations, two for Diary and two for PPM. They will
be given buckets of markets and charged with looking
at Kansas City, for instance, to say we have a huge
No. 1 Rock station, a Jack and a Classic Hits. Well,
they’re competing, so is there a better way to utilize
them? Think of a King Solomon with the wisdom
to ask, is this the highest and best use of these radio
properties? Format VPs will be called into action by
the VPPO to focus on the individual stations. When
it’s all said and done, the market manager’s opinion
and vote becomes significantly stronger, so we have

“

If you are a PD, you should
be playing songs that are
right for your radio station’s
competitive situation. The
format VP should be providing
information, not saying,‘Why
are you adding that song?’
–Mike McVay

”

to have really good market managers. That’s an area
the SVPs are evaluating. My initial challenge will be
de-programming those corporate programmers from
the old school to understand the new process of being
a resource and not a boss.
How big of a challenge has that been?
MM: Not that big, to be honest. It’s kind of a microcosm of society. First off, 80% of what I say is heard, but
we are bringing in new people as well. Having people
who didn’t have that old training makes it easier.
TP: A lot of our people have worked at other companies where this might have been the style, so it’s not
a culture shock. With any kind of shake-up, you have
some things that are fixed instantly and you have a
few things that will take a few steps backward before
they move forward. In the four months Mary has
been here, we are finding our lanes and identifying
redundancies. What I’ve been doing is creating departments, defining leaders and sharing resources so
that two plus two equals five. In a very short amount of
time, we’ve been able to break down those walls.

Is it correct to say that is at the core of Mary’s plan?
MM: Vertical integration is very important. We’re trying to get all these different parts that [former CEO
Lew Dickey] and [EVP John Dickey] assembled to
speak with each other, which Mary’s been great at. In
a recent meeting, I looked at her and said, “I don’t
know what I’m going to do for the rest of my career,
but I’m going to be a better manager [for having
worked with you].” She was very kind to say Cumulus
should be the rest of my career, but she’s making us
better managers. She has an amazing style – blunt and
direct. Who doesn’t want that?
TP: It’s all about transparency. She created an
acronym for our company – FoRCE, which is Focus,
Responsible, Collaborative and Empowered. It sounds
very simple, but when I was at Billboard, we screamed
to each other in a conference room for an entire week
to write one sentence. This acronym is very important for us. Those are strong words for defining our
culture. We’re all going to adapt to them, live by them
and move forward with them.
Tommy, what’s your approach within the short time
you’ve been involved with Nash?
TP: Our plan is to execute the original vision of our
forefathers, which has Nash as a lifestyle, 360 solution
for brands. We have print with Country Weekly, all of
our radio stations, our programming, live events, Nash
TV and we’re going to be doing merchandise. The
goal is for advertisers who want to touch on and brand
themselves in country to think we’re the destination.
One thing I was very clear about with the staff is
that Nash is a top priority. When the change happened, all kinds of crazy things were being written
about Mary shutting it down, but we believe in this.
We have the best talent in the business and the music
industry has embraced us. That’s one of the reasons I
wanted to come to Cumulus, to be true partners with
the music industry and make a difference in the lives
of songwriters and artists. When Cumulus, Westwood
One and Nash embrace an artist, it can change a life
overnight. That is a very powerful partnership.
For Nash, that means getting really strong metrics
against all of those great ideas so that we can drive
revenue, affect the lives and the careers of musicians,
and help brands connect. If you look at the perfect triangle of experiential – I think MySpace came up with
this in the early 2000s – it’s bands, brands and fans.
When you connect those, you have the best business
model ever and everybody benefits.
Back to the baseball analogy, what inning is Nash in,
and what is its potential?
TP: Tommy Page is in the top of the first, but the
brand is much further along. We have a lot of people on base and we’ve already hit some home runs.
We just did a massive undertaking called Malibu
Mansion Live around the American Music Awards. It
had a little bit of Nash with Cam doing a beautiful
acoustic private performance. What’s really incredible about Mike and his team is they can see things
before they happen. When we booked Cam in July,
she wasn’t very well known. Now, I’m so proud to
have been able to have her for that event.
How will we identify tomorrow’s stars? We all will.
Mike’s team, obviously, makes the decision as to when
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they go on the air, but everyone feeds off each other.
Artists will do our events, go on the air, reach our
audiences and the audience gives us feedback. That’s
what programming decisions are based on – feeling it
come back from requests, YouTube hits, the priority the label gives it, the artists themselves and their
chemistry with our personalities and listeners.
All of this is coming together and all of us are coming together. Our top competitor has been the biggest
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in the business for 12 or 14 years. Cumulus has only
been big for three to four years. We’re going to get
there, but we’re going to do it differently. We are going to be the best in the business. That’s the goal. My
job is to keep making it bigger and better ... and don’t
fuck it up.
During her webinar, there was a good bit of applause when Mary said corporate music mandates
are gone. What is the vision for the music selection
process? How much is collaborative and how much
will be local?
MM: When Mary did what she called Project Whirlwind visiting different markets, she heard over and
over, “I have no control over my own music.” That was
a big negative, so it was important to her to determine
how this should be done. What we looked at is, if you
are a PD, you should be playing songs that are right
for your radio station’s competitive situation. That
may mean you’re going to be newer or not as new
depending on your market’s realities. The format VP
should be providing information, pointing to songs
that are doing really well, but not saying, “Why are
you adding that song? Don’t add it.” If it’s something
highly unusual, yeah, we would ask if there is a reason
for the support. Is the artist coming to town?
You know, some of the nationals I have heard from
don’t like corporate adds unless it’s their song. My
line to them has been, “Wow, this is going to mess
you up. Your people have to call stations again, go
visit them and take them to lunch or dinner.” That’s
the reality.
Who oversees America’s Morning Show, Nash Nights Live
and Kix, and has that changed?
MM: I do. Previously I consulted them, but it was
really John [Dickey] who oversaw those shows. We’re
really excited with the evolution we’ve been able to
bring to the platform since October 1. Kelly Ford has
joined America’s Morning Show. We’re going to launch
a brown bag version of Nash Nights Live where you can
add your own music. We’re creating a new feature
that Terri Clark will do on Nash Icon. We have more
products we are going to be creating and all designed
to be best in class.
Are there plans for adding more affiliates for those
shows across Cumulus?
MM: I can’t say definitely where, but we’re remaining
committed to it. What we’re trying to avoid is corporate
cram-downs, so that means we’re not going to walk in
and say, “You will take ‘insert this network show’ here”
unless it makes sense. What we really want to do is
encourage more of the other companies to take our
programming and spread it across the country.
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How is Country doing in New York City?
MM: I’m excited about it. We’re seeing good individual weeklies again. John Foxx is not a Country programmer by nature. He comes from Top 40 and is really
focused on the sizzle and excitement of playing the big
hit artists over and over again. I feel very good about it.
TP: Our inventory has been really strong, too. Advertising has gone up – a trend that is reflecting the ratings.
Where is Nash Icon as a format and, Tommy, are you
working with it as a brand?
TP: With the record label, yes. We’re working with
Big Machine and are really proud that our first artist, Reba McEntire, debuted with a No. 1 album. We
have a series of artists coming out – Martina McBride,
Hank Williams, Jr. and Ronnie Dunn – and the new
music we’ve heard is really great.
MM: As a format, we’re very much committed to Nash
Icon. I’ve moved them apart just slightly so there’s a little
more differentiation, but it’s not a Classic Country format.
As you know, Nash Icon has been the bigger performing
Country station in Nashville, so there’s real value to playing those older songs along with some new songs.
Your new boss’ direct style was addressed earlier. Are
their other aspects to her approach or personality that
maybe we haven’t seen in public yet?
MM: She is head down, super focused, not playing
games – clearly on a mission. You see and hear it
immediately whenever she speaks. She is very social,

“

Our top competitor has
been the biggest in the
business for 12 or 14 years.
Cumulus has only been big
for three to four years. We’re
going to get there, but we’re
going to do it differently.
–Tommy Page
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but conversations with Mary never start with, “Hello,
how are you?” Not even, “Mike ...” It’s a statement or
question. “Why are we doing this?” She’s right into it
and that’s easy to work with. She’s also not opposed
to pushback. She’ll debate it if she feels you’re wrong,
but I’ve never had her come from the top and say you
can’t do something.
TP: She’s had moments where someone called her out
and she’s admitted she said the wrong thing or made a
mistake and thanked them for calling her on it. That’s the
kind of person you want to work for. She has so much energy and moves so fast. When I’m with her, it’s almost like
playing Ping-Pong. To Mike’s point, she is laser focused,
makes decisions very, very quickly and she’s wicked smart.
She also has media experience, which I love.
MM: She is the coach with a stopwatch saying, “Mike,
you did a four-second 40 ... you can run faster than
that.” I can hit her with something I think is absolutely
brilliant and she’s not opposed to asking if it is the
highest and best use. She’s challenging all of us.

Have you gotten feedback from people outside the
company reacting to the culture change? Do you sense
people, particularly those in radio, are thinking about
Cumulus in a new way?
TP: Yes. This actually came up in a senior leadership
meeting. Companies will hire external marketing,
spend hundreds of thousands of dollars to come up
with an acronym that describes the company culture.
Mary certainly brought a vision to us, but she’s also
created it with us. We started with white boarding on
her first day, talking about our point of departure.
It was really brilliant – like writing a song. Then
we started writing where we want to go. Next was
mapping out the strategy that gets you from where
you’re departing from to where you want to go. This
morphed and evolved over the first couple of months
until she rolled it out in our town hall meeting. And it
was written like an Oscar-winning movie script. When
it was over, there was such a charge. Now Mike and I
as leaders are redirecting that vision to everybody else
and you see how it really does start at the top. One
leader can change a corporate culture. Everybody is
feeling it.
MM: On the programming side, it feels like we’re
becoming a destination. People from other companies are reaching out and saying it looks like we have a
lot going on. If you look at the trades, yours included,
every week we’ve got something happening. At a time
when the rumor mongers say we should be going the
other way, we’re growing. We’re adding people. We’re
building this company.
You recently had meetings with the Nashville labels.
What is the story you’re telling and what’s the feedback you’re getting?
TP: That we want to be fully involved in their artists’
careers and help them move the needle. We also want
to create content together – artists, personalities and
program creators – that connect with and grow the
audience, ratings and revenue. That’s pretty simple and
something every platform is wanting to do, but I think
the music community is feeling it as all these new team
players come aboard. I give Lew and John great credit
for bringing a lot of really talented recruits to Cumulus over the last year and a half. People wondered why
Tommy Page would leave streaming and go back to
broadcast radio. Besides Lew Dickey and getting to work
with Mike McVay, a major reason is radio is still the No.
1 reach media and the best way artists can change their
careers overnight. I wanted to be a part of that. We have
the power to change lives and that’s the excitement and
energy I feel from rights holders and artists.
MM: What Lew and John envisioned was Nash being to
country what ESPN is to sports. So it’s letting everybody
know that the first visit Mary made was to Nashville to
show that we’re totally committed not only to Nash,
but to country. What I’ve been doing is underscoring
our commitment to the format and the music. The way
we’re collaborating amongst ourselves is the same way
we want to collaborate with labels and artists.
We’re also cutting to the chase. You don’t have to
fly 20 of us to Cancun to hear a new song. We’ll save
you a lot of money. Send us the new song, we’ll listen
to it. We want to make it about the music, not about
the funny business. Tommy got me on a call with
[songwriter] Diane Warren recently and I told her, “I
always feel like I have to start by saying thank you for
helping me get listeners.” And that’s where we are
with country music.
CAC
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Tuesday, Feb. 9, 2016
7:00 p.m.
The Omni in Nashville
Legends Ballroom (level 2)

Great Songwriters O N S T A G E There is a story behind every hit song . . .
Songwriters:
Rhett Akins
Rodney Clawson
Ross Copperman
Andrew Dorff
Josh Kear
Shane McAnally

See you there!

Make plans now. LIMITED SEATING AVAILABLE

Heather Morgan
Tim Nichols
Josh Osborne
Jonathan Singleton
Jimmy Yeary

2016 marks my fifth consecutive year of presenting Acoustic Alley at CRS, and it has been a wonderful experience. Our performing songwriters provide
amazing insight into the music we hear on the radio. This year should top them all! — BOB KINGSLEY
A F F I L I A T E
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